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Mandate NGO presents the monitoring results of the work in the 3rdsession of the 

National Assembly of the 7h convocation. The summary was prepared by combining 

the observations of the journalists, expert analytical reviews and data of the statistical 

application of the parliamentmonitoring.amwebsite.

The focus of the monitoring was the efficiency of the exerciseof the new powers of 

the National Assembly in the parliamentary government system and legislative and 

oversight functions.

The general trends and indicators of the performance of the parliament of the 7th 

convocation over the 3rd session were summarized, as well as details on legislative 

initiatives and engagement of the NA factions were presented.

The NA oversight function and the steps initiated by the legislature to overcome 

the Constitutional Court crisis were addressed. We reviewed the specific legal 

regulations in the setup of the Ethics committee in the parliament and organization 

of parliamentary hearings.
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During the 3rd session the National Assembly of the 7th convocation held 5 regular and 3 

extraordinary sittings. All the extraordinary ones were initiated by the government.

During the 3rd session the parliament adopted 169 laws, 7 of which are “mother” laws, 22 

are laws-agreements and140 are amendments and additions to the operating laws.

53 of the adopted laws were authored by theNAdeputies (38 bydeputies, 15 byfactions) and 

116 were initiated by the government.

Figure 1

2nd session - 143 laws, 6 of whichare “mother” laws, 11are laws-agreements, 137 are 
amendments to the operating laws

3rd session -169 laws, 7 of which are “mother” laws, 22 are laws-agreements and 140 
are amendments to the operating laws

NA work in numbers
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My Stepfaction deputies authored 30 of the laws adopted in full,15were the initiatives of

Bright Armenia(all of them were submitted by the faction)and 8 were authored by the PAP 

faction deputies.

Figure 2TheNA- Government ratio of authored laws

2nd session – 12 byNAdeputies (8 bydeputies, 4 byfactions), 131 by the government

Figure 3Initiatives of the factionsby sessions

2nd session:
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17 drafts laws authored by the deputies andfactionspassed the first reading andwere moved 

to the agenda of the next session.Nine of them were the initiatives of My Step, 5 of“Bright 

Armenia” and 3 are PAP’s initiatives.

189 draft lawsnot included on the session agenda are in circulation, 102 of which 

were initiatives authored by deputies andfactions.My Stepdeputies put in circulation59 

drafts,BAP and PAPdeputies- 18 drafts each.Seven are the independent deputy Arman 

Babajanyan’sinitiatives, the rest are those of the government.

The vast majority of the adopted laws concerned the state-legal and financial-creditsectors.
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Figure 5․Declined drafts broken down by sessions

2nd session: 

3rd session

The standing committees on Protection of Human Rightsand Eurasian Integration Affairseach 

acted as a lead committee for one question discussed over the session.

The inclusion of 22 legislativeinitiatives on the agenda of the 3rd session of the NA 

of the 7th convocation was declined in a vote. Ten of them were BAP’s initiatives, 11 were 

PAP’s and 1 was that of My Step.

Eight legislativeinitiatives were discussed and not adopted.Four of them were drafts au-

thored bytheBAP deputies, 3 by PAP and 1 byMy Step faction deputies.

21

16

One of the drafts by BAP proposed amendments to the law on “Social protection of the 

disabled” and another to the law on“Compensation for Damages caused to the life and 

health of the service members during the RA defense”.The draft amendments to the law on 

Service in the National Security bodies proposing liberalization ofthe posts of heads of the 

National Security bodiesand police,passed the first reading with no votes against but were 

declined as a result of 96 votes against in the second reading. The submitted draft decision 

based on Bright Armeniafaction’s interpellation seeking topresent to the Prime Minister the 

question of future tenure of office for the Minister of Environment Erik Grigoryan was also 

discussed and declined.

During the session three legislativeinitiatives authored by PAP factiondeputies were 

discussed and declined in a vote․The two drafts proposed amendments to the Tax Code 

submitted by PAP faction deputy Mikayel Melkumyan and one proposed amendments to 

the law on the “Rules of Procedureof the National Assembly”by which the faction deputies

intended to increase the number of clerical assistants andexperts.

The legislative initiatives by a parliamentary majority deputy proposing amendments to the 

law onthe Setup and Work of the Security Councilwere discussed and declined.
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During the session theNational Assembly approved the draft state budget for 2020,elected 

one board member of the Central Bank and appointed 5 members of the first composition of 

the Corruption Prevention Commission.

Three inquiry committees were set up. One was to look into the organization of ground 

transfer of passengers and the work of the competent bodies coordinating and oversee-

ing the sectorin 2016-2019, the other was to investigate the legal grounds andcorruption 

risksassociated with the transfer to Yerevan community ofvehicles and other property, the 

service provider agreements, as well asissuance of non-proprietary rights, building permits 

and preferences since September 2018 and the third one was to review the legality, validity 

andtrustworthinessof financial and other reports submitted to the competent bodies of the 

executive and accepted by them in the scope of the investment programsin the metallurgi-

calminingsector.

Noteworthy facts

30% of the laws adopted in the 3rd session of the 7th convocationwere authored bythe 

parliament and 70% by the government.This is the highest indicator of the proactiveness 

of the parliament that the NAMonitoring has noted inaround ten years of observations. In 

the 2ndsession theNA-government ratio for legislativeinitiatives was 9/91.The same ratio 

was seen in the parliament of the 6th convocation.

The number of laws adopted over extraordinary sittings/sessions has decreased. In the 

2ndsession 44% of the laws were adopted over extraordinary sittings/sessions(63 out of 

143) whereas this figure for the 3rd session was 12%(21 out of 169).

21 legislativeinitiatives by the oppositionalfactions were declined in a voteornot included on 

the session agenda (this figure for the previous session was16).Seven legislativeinitiatives 

by the oppositionwere declined upon discussion.The number of draft laws authored by 

the opposition factionsand adopted has increased nearly 4 times, amounting to 23 as 

opposed to 6 in the previous 6th session.

Onelegislativeinitiative submitted by the parliamentarymajority deputy was not adopted. 

Interestingly, the declined draft proposed that theNAPresident be entitled to attend 

Security Council sittings.BAPvoted against, PAP abstained, and only 66 deputies from 

My Step participated in the vote and voted in favor.
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The parliamentary majority voted in favor of thel egislative package authored 

by the Bright Armenia faction regarding service in the National Security bodies and 

Police in the first reading but vote dagainst it in the second reading.In the first reading 

the package was adopted with no votes against and declined in the second reading with 

96 votes against.

No draft by the government was declined during thesession, but the parliament adopted 

drafts, with regard to which the executive had reservations.Specifically, the government 

did not find the proposal on amendments to the law on “Approvingthe annual and 

comprehensive plans of action for recovery, preservation, reproduction and utilization 

of the Lake Sevan ecosystem”submitted by Varazdat Karapetyanwell-founded, but it 

was adopted without votesagainst and with 101 votes in favor(it was proposed that the 

opportunity for additional water abstraction from Lake Sevan be restricted).

The standing committees on State and legal(48) and Financial-credit and 

budgetaryaffairs(39) acted as lead committees the most, and the standingcommittees 

on Human Rights Protectionand European integrationthe least.The last twoeach acted 

as a lead committee for one question discussed during the session.

During the 3rd session only 3 out of 11 NA standing committees came up with the 

initiative to hold parliamentaryhearings. The standing committeeson Science, Education, 

Culture, Diaspora, Youth and Sport Affairs, on Defense and Security Affairs and on 

Financial-credit and Budgetary affairsheld one hearing each.

The standing committee on Eurasian Integration held only 1 sitting during the NA fall 

session.It was an extraordinary sitting during which it was decided to hold parliamentary 

hearings dedicated to the RA-EUcurrent relations by the end of the year. The hearings 

however were not held.

In  the 3rd session of the 7th convocation of the NAthe right to hold parliamentary 

hearings stated in the law on the NA Rules of Procedurewas exercised the 

most by the President of the NA Ararat Mirzoyan.The 3 NA factionsdid not hold 

parliamentary hearings. Over the 4 months of the fallsession the National Assembly held 

5 parliamentary hearings and 9 of them over the past 2019.

The oversight tool for setup and operation of the inquiry committeewas fully employed 

in the 3 sessions of the7th convocation of theNational Assembly.Fiveinquiry committees 

were set up, two of which in the 2nd session and three in the 3rd session.
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No ad-hoc committee was set up over the three sessions of the National Assemblyof 

the 7th convocation, including in relation to the issues of deputy ethics and conflict of 

interest.

During the 3rdsessionthe deputy who voted in favor the most is Karine Poghosyan 

from PAP(189), Hayk Sargsyan from My Step voted againstthe most(30), Taguhi 

Tovmasyan from My Step abstained the most (18).Arusyak Julhaykanfrom My Step is 

the top absentee(132) and Mikayel Melkumyanfrom PAP has asked questions and made 

speeches the most(79) .

During the session My Stepfactiondeputiestogether asked questions and made 

speeches578 times, PAP members-236 times, Bright Armenia- 144 times.Each deputy 

from My Stepfactiondid it7 times on average, while PAP and BAPdeputies each came up 

with 8 questions and speeches each.

Over the sessionMy Stepfaction deputyEdgar Arakelyan put down his deputy mandate 

andArtur Manukyan became a deputy.Arman Babajanyan left theBright Armeniafaction 

becoming the only independent deputy in the parliament.

1 Parliamentmonitoring.amstatisticsisformedbaseonthepublicinformationoftheNAofficialwebsite.All the data is taken from the official source and processed through a computer application designed specifical-

ly for that purpose. The statistics of questions and speeches by deputies is generated based on the discussions and votes on draft laws only. The number of absences of the deputies is general without breakdown by excused and not excused.
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My Stepfaction. During the 3rd session of the 7th convocation30 of the drafts authored by 

My Stepfaction deputieswere adopted in full,9 passed the first reading and 59 draft laws are 

in circulation.One of the draft laws authored by the faction was not included on the agendaas 

a result of a vote, another was discussed and declined in a voteduring the plenary sitting.

According to parliamentmonitoring.amwebsite statistics Artak Manukyanis the 

deputy from My Step faction with the most questions asked (28) and speeches made (26) 

over the session. Sergey Atomyan and Aleksey Sandikov voted in favor the most(184) , 

Hayk Sargsyanvotes againstthe most(30), Taguhi Tovmasyan abstained the most(18).Taguhi 

Tovmasyanis also the faction deputy who has not voted the most (36).Arusyak Julhakyan is 

the top absentee (132 instances).

Prosperous Armeniafaction: During the3rd session of the 7th convocation 8 of the drafts 

authored by the Prosperous Armenia faction deputies were adopted in full,3 passed the first 

reading and18 draft laws are in circulation.The inclusion of 11 of the draft laws authored by 

the faction was declined in a vote and 3were discussed and declined over a plenary sitting.

PROACTIVENESS, LEVEL OF 
ENGAGEMENT

Figure 6․ Legislative initiatives of My Stepfaction
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According toparliamentmonitoring.amwebsite statisticsin the 3rd sessionMikayel Melkumyan 

is the PAPfaction deputy who made speeches the most(45).Sergey Bagratyan asked 

questions the most(39) and also abstained in the votes the most in the faction(14).Karine 

Poghosyan voted in favor the most (189), Arayik Aghababyanvoted against the most(24).

Gevorg Petrosyandid not vote the most and Shake Isayanis the top absentee(97 absences).

Bright Armeniafaction. During the 3rd session of the 7th convocation 15 of the drafts 

authored by theBright Armeniafaction deputieswere adopted infull,5 passed the first reading 

and 18draft laws are in circulation. 10 of the draft laws authored by the faction were not 

included on the agenda and4 were discussed and declined over the plenary sitting.

Figure 7․Legislative initiatives of the Prosperous Armeniafaction

Figure 7․Legislativeinitiatives of theBright Armenia faction
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According to parliament monitoring.amwebsite statisticsover the 3rd session Rubik 

Stepanyanvoted in favorthe most among theBright Armenia faction deputies(182), 

Armen Yeghiazaryan voted againstthe most (27), Sargis Aleksanyan abstained the most

(177 times).Gevorg Gorgisyan and Arkadi Khachatryandid not vote the most (10).

Edmon Marukyanis the top absentee (128).Gurgen Baghdasaryanasked questions the 

most(12), and Arkadi Khachatryan made speeches the most(12).

In the 3rd session of the 7th convocationcertain noteworthy trendswere seen in the 

NAlegislativework:

NAlawmaking performance:169 laws were adopted in the 3rdsession which exceeds the 

number for the 2nd session by26.This means that the NAlawmaking performanceincreased 

by 18% in comparison to the previous session.

The session was also marked with a relatively low number of extraordinary sittings/sessions 

held.Specifically, if over the 2ndsession7 extraordinary sittings/sessions were convened, 

this number was only 3 in the 3rd session.In a normal settingthis is an important indicator 

of engaging in lawmaking without hasteregardless of the sharprhetoricand mutual criticism 

between the ruling and opposition faction representatives in the committees and plenary 

sittings.

The proactiveness and engagement of the parliament in drafting laws:In the 3rd session of 

the 7th convocation an unprecedented ratio was recorded in the lawmaking work of theNA 

and the government.If only 9% of the laws adopted over the2ndsession were authored by 

the parliament and 91% by the government, around 31 % of the laws adopted in the 3rd 

session were authored bythe parliament and 69% by the government.In numbers, only 12 

drafts submitted by the deputies or factions were adoptedduring the 2nd session, whereas 

in the 3rd session this number was 53 or nearly 4,5 times more.

We can state that a critical change happened compared with the previous convocations with 

regard to the implementation of the lawmaking function of the parliament and restriction 

of the traditional hegemony of the government.This somewhat restored thedistorted 

balancebetween the legislature and the executive. 

NA LEGISLATIVE WORK: 
PRACTICE AND TRENDS
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This fact contributed not only to the proactiveness of thedeputies but also to the increased 

resistance of the NA towards the government.This waya moredebate- and dialogue-based 

environment was formed fordrafting, discussion and adoption of laws.

The realization of lawmaking opportunities of the oppositionover the session

The 3rd session was characterized by a more intense political confrontation among thepar-

liamentaryforceswhich manifested itself not only instronger rhetoric, but alsoin mutual intol-

erance towards drafts authored bydeputies and factions andlow level of collaboration among 

the deputies of different factions.

The only draft jointly authored by the deputies of 3 factions is the legislative packagepropos-

ing amendments to the laws on Education and on Basic vocational (trade) and secondary 

vocational educationwhich was adopteddespitethe unfavorable conclusion by the Ministry of 

Education, Science, Culture and Sport.

Despite the unfavorable position of the government the draft law proposing amendments to 

the law on“Compensation for Damages caused to the life and health of the service members 

during the RAdefense”authored by the Bright Armeniafaction received a favorable conclu-

sion in the parliamentarystanding committee.The draft however was declined by the majority 

in a vote.

Compared to the 2ndsession the number ofdrafts declined by the parliament in a vote and 

not included on the agenda increased by 5 in the 3rd session.10 out of21 declined drafts 

were authored byBAP and the other 11 byPAPdeputies, whereas this list has no drafts au-

thored by the ruling faction representatives.

The majority of the drafts discussed and declined during the plenary sittings were also those 

of the opposition.Specifically, 4 out of 8 legislativeinitiatives were authored by theBAP, 3 by 

thePAP and 1 byMy Stepfactiondeputies.

The BAP put into circulation the draft package proposing amendments to the laws on “Ser-

vice in the National Security bodies”,“Service in the police” and on “Public Service”. It was 

proposed that theposts of the director of the National Security Service and Chief of Police 

which are service and professional positions be viewed aspolitical posts and requirements 

set for candidate for deputybe prescribed for these appointees as well.
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One of the aims was to have these bodies report to the NA.My Stepfaction voted in favor 

of the package in the first reading.The package was adopted with 113 votes in favor and 2 

abstaining.However My Stepfaction changed its position in the second readingopposing the 

draft, the PAP also made a sharp turnaround from its initial position. Finally in December of 

2019 thelegislativepackage was declined in the second reading with 19 votes in favor and 

89 against.

As argued by the political majoritythe “liberalization”of the senior posts of the mentioned 

structures leads to contradictions with the Constitution. In these conditions it is not feasible 

to resolve the issues of deputies of theNSSdirector and Chief of Police, their subordination 

in the sense that they will still remainsectoral officerswith respective ranks.The rationale 

presented was that the issues were to be reviewedin the context of theconstitutional amend-

mentstherefore such amendments should be avoided before that.

The parliamenthad also declined the package proposing amendments to the laws on “Rules 

of Procedure of the National Assembly” and on the “Setup and Operation of the Security 

Council”in the first reading submitted by My Stepfaction deputyAnna Karapetyan.It proposed 

securinglegal grounds for the NA President to attend the sittings of the National Security 

Council by virtue of the law and be entitled to present suggestions regarding the agenda and 

discussed documents. The legislative package sought to raise the NA’s political role and 

weight in the key decision-making processes that would beappropriate fortheparliamentary 

government system.

For the adoption of a draft 3/5 of the deputies or at least 80 deputiesneed to vote in fa-

vor, whereas only 66 deputiesfrom My Stepfactionvoted in favor,BAP almost entirely voted 

against stating that their suggestion to allow NAfaction leaders in theNSCsittings was not 

accepted.The PAP abstained in the vote.

Generally speaking, the draftfailed due to My Stepfaction’scareless attitude, and because 

of the absence of many of the faction deputies.On the other handthe government albeit not 

expressly also opposed the draft stating that the National Security Council is part of the ex-

ecutive. This implies that only the representatives of the executive shall be members of the 

Council.In reality howeversuch description is quite artificial sinceno grounds for recognizing 

or viewing the NSC as part of the executiveexist.The first article of the law on the “Setup and 

work of the Security Council” states that the Security Councilis a state body headed by the 

Prime Minister, andClause 2 of Article 2 states thatthe Security Council“at the suggestion 

of the Prime Minister reviews issues concerning the security of the Republic of Armenia,its 

territorial integrity andinviolability of borders.” 
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Under RA constitutional-legal regulationsthe parliament has direct involvement in addressing 

issues within its powersregarding boththe RA security and territorial integrity and inviolability of 

borders.In this sense,initially the NAPresident’selimination from the Council, which happened 

as a result of adoption of thementionededition of the lawby theformer ruling powerwas not 

anyhow justified and did not derive from the logic of the Security Council itself and the aims 

it pursued.

This means thateven given My Stepfaction’s decisive majority the opposition managed to 

have nearly as many adopted draftsas the ruling faction.Compared to the 2ndsessionMy 

Stepfaction improved itslegislativeproactivenessindicator 5 times, whereasBAP and PAP-4 

times.

The practice of interpellations in the 3rdsession

Under the NARules of Procedurethe parliamentaryminority is given an opportunity to submit 

a written interpellation to the member of the cabinet andbased on the response raise the 

question of the future tenure of a certain member of the government and even present 

a motion of no confidence to the prime minister .The factioncan submit an interpellation 

to the government membersno more than once over one regular session, and upon 

receipt of interpellationmaximumwithin 30 daysas instructed by the Prime Ministerthe 

correspondingmember of the cabinetsends the President of theNational Assemblythe written 

responseto the interprellation.

The interpellation is discussed over the NA four-day sittings,and consequentlythe faction can

30 out of 53 laws authored by the parliament and adopted in full were those of My Step-

factiondeputies, 15 were authoredby Bright Armenia deputiesand 8 byPAPfaction deputies.

So the ratio of the draft laws authored by the ruling and opposition factions is 51/49, at that 

theNAmajority-minority ratio is 67/33.

2 
NA Rules of Procedure, Articles 8 and 121

either proposeadopting adecision of the National Assembly on presenting the question 

of future tenure of a given member of the cabinet for the review of the Prime Minister, 

which is voted upon without discussion,
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This tool of influencing the political processes was employed twice in the parliament of the 

7th convocation, in the2ndand 3rdsessions.Both times this right was exercised by the Bright 

Armeniafaction. Specifically,the opposition faction raised the question of Minister of Finance 

Atom Janjughazyan’s removal from officein the 2nd session and the Minister of Environmen-

tErik Grigoryan’s in the 3rd session.

The established practice of making a written interpellation in the parliament of the 7th 

convocation shows that thefactionsmostly avoid using it forpolitical tactical reasons.This is 

perhaps due to theconsistent and clear ratioof forcesin the NA. In this respect the institution 

of interpellations for now is only formally employed and is treated as an end in itself to a 

certain extent. However it allowsspecific sectoral issuesto be raised more comprehensively 

and brings on discussions in the parliament around them.

or announce that thefaction intends to present a motion of no confidence to the Prime 

Minister, after which thisfaction can within 24 hours of the end of the discussionsubmit 

to the President of the National Assemblyadraft decision of the National Assembly on 

presenting a motion of no confidence to the Prime Minister which is discussed under the 

procedure prescribed by the rules of procedure.

The dissatisfaction with the latter was due to the low level of the Ministry’s oversight in terms 

of compliance with the environmental norms in the mining industry as claimed by them. The 

government responded to theBAP’swritten interpellationon the level of RAdeputy Prime Min-

isterTigran Avinyan. He demonstrated his full supportto the Minister of Environment and the 

policy he carried out in the sector.My Stepfactionannounced before the vote that it was going 

to vote against, since it did not note any grounds to present a motion of no confidence to 

the minister. TheProsperous Armeniafaction stated that an inquiry committee was set up in 

theNA to look into mining issues and before the end of its work the discussion of the question 

was not advisable.The NA draft decision on presenting the question of future tenure of the 

Minister to the Prime Minister was not adopted with 17 votes in favor and 67 votes against.



The practice of authoring drafts on behalf of the factionalso hasits drawbacks.The problem 

is that this approach denies the deputy the opportunities for individualinitiatives, even less 

forcollaborationwith deputies from other factionson individual level. This stance goes against 

the constitutional-legal principle for the deputy to be led by his/herconscienceand convic-

tions and not being limited by the imperative mandate. This allows for demonstration of open 

or tacit disagreement with the position expressed by the majorityin respect of specific issue-

sor draft laws initiated by it.

Under Article 65 of the law on the Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly the parliamentary 

faction was also given the right to come up with a legislativeinitiative.Vesting the factions with 

such a power under the NARules of Procedure aims topresent thepolitical teams as entitiesin 

the lawmaking process and emphasize thecollective responsibility derived from it.Authoring 

a draft law by a faction has more of a political than strictly legal implications. Its main goal 

is tostress the exceptional programmatic and fundamental significance and importanceof 

the draft laws authored by the faction.It impliesequal participationin the preparation of the 

draft and responsibility of all the team members for its further course and adoption. One can 

form an understanding of faction’steamwork and organizational qualities, its political mobility 

andconceptual approachas a whole based on whether the draft laws are authored by the 

factions or not and also judging from the share of draft laws authored by the factionsin the 

“basket”of drafts lawsauthoredby the NA.So the latter is in a sense an important indicator 

offactions’ adherence to these values.

Factions as a lawmaking entity: legal framework and practice in the 3rd session

In the 3rd session of the 7th convocation onlyBright Armenia out of 3 NA factions carries 

on the practice, already noted in the previous session of submitting all drafts only on 

behalf of the faction.The other twofactionshardly employ this mechanism.Particularly, the 

BAP(regardless of the sessions)has 6 drafts authored by the factionamong those included on 

the agenda, 10 drafts among those not included and 20 drafts among those fully adopted, 

whereasMyStephasonly 2 drafts circulated on behalf of the faction and fully adopted and 

does not have any such drafts included on theagenda or not yet included.And PAP has only 

onedraft authored on behalf of the faction, which is still not included on thesession agenda.
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In 2019 the President of theNational Assemblyinitiated alegislativeprocessproposing 

amendments to the procedure for nomination of candidates for members of autonomous 

bodies.In this context, given the frameworks for the nomination of candidates for the 

commission members,amendments were initiated also in the setup proceduresof the 

Corruption Prevention Commission.

The package was adopted on September 13,2019 with 104 votes in favor and 1 against.

The legislative amendmentsintended to set up the first composition of the commission 

having 5 membersuntil November 30, 2019 with the following proportion: 2 members of the 

commission are appointed at the recommendation of the government and the NAmajority for 

a 6-year term, two are candidates nominated by the NA oppositionfactionsfor a 4-year term 

and one member nominated by the Supreme Judicial Councilis elected for a 3-year term.

Following the appointment of the first full composition of the commission, within one week 

the latter elects a head of the commissionfrom among its members.

On November 19, 2019 the parliamentelected by secret ballot the first composition of 

the Corruption Prevention Commission.The NA Prosperous Armeniafaction’s candidate

Narek Hambardzumyan had secured the lowest number of votes.

During the 3rd session the National Assembly of the 7th convocation in the scope of 

implementation of its function of electing the management of other bodies of public

administration set up the Corruption Prevention Commission which basically replaces the

former Senior Officials Ethics committee.

The commission was to be set up back in 2018 in line with the logic of the legislative 

package proposing amendments and additions to the law on the “Corruption Prevention 

Commission” and related laws adopted on March 23 of the same year. The 

amendments and additions furnished the new structure with higher guarantees 

of independenceand defined a broader scope of functions and while a 

competition council was formed to elect commission members it was not set up.

SETUP OF THE CORRUPTION PREVENTION 
COMMITTEE
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The Corruption Prevention Commission, according to the strategy to fight corruption 

and the plan of action for its implementationin 2019-2022 adopted by the 

government on October 2, 2019is viewed as one of the three key components of the 

institutional system for the fight against corruptionalong with the law enforcement 

systemand theAnti-corruption commission,theinvestigative bodyto be formed.

The analysis of the setup of the first composition of the commission and 

parliamentary discussions around itallow us to make the following observations:

However in the election of the head of the commission held on November 26 the latter did 

not secure sufficient votes and Haykuhi HarutyunyanappointedunderBright Armeniafaction’s 

quotawas elected head of the commission.Edgar Shatiryanrendered his resignation viewing 

the election results as a vote of no confidence towards him.The position of the member 

under My Stepfaction’s quotabecame vacant.

The law on the “Corruption Prevention Commission” adopted in 2017 set such a

procedure.Specifically, it stated that in order to elect the candidates for member 

of the Commission the President of the National Assembly sets up a competition 

council made up of members each appointed by one of the following: the President 

of theConstitutional Court, Defender of Human Rights, oppositionfactions of the 

National Assembly, the Public Council and Chamber of Advocates.The list of winners 

in a three-level competition held by the latter is presented to the NA President and 

they are appointed members of the commission.Under these legal regulations,even 

though the parliamentis in charge of holding the competition,it (especially 

thepolitical majority) does notplay a direct role in it.This way thepotential risks for the 

commission to be influenced and hampered by NApolitical forces were minimized.

Withthe introduced legislative amendments the entire process of commission setup 

unfolds withinthe political logic and with the direct involvement of the political majority 

and the government.

Considerable differences exist also in therequirements set for the candidates for 

commission members.
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3 
Under Article 80 of the Electoral Codethe requirements set for a deputy are: having attained the age of 25, having been a citizen of the Republic ofArmenia only for 

the preceding 4 years, having been permanently residing in theRepublic of Armenia for the preceding 4 years, havingelectoral rights and a command of the Armenian 
language.

The comparison of the two legal regulations shows thatnot onlythe requirements for the 

commissionmemberof having attained the age of25, having been permanently residing in 

the Republic of Armenia for the preceding 4 years have been lifted, but also those of being 

well-known (even though the former regulations of the law did not clarify the criteria of being 

well-known).In addition, the requirement for 10 years of professional work experience was 

replaced with5years ofgeneral work experience, at thatat leastthree of them as a member 

of political, autonomous, administrative or public authorities formed by law or holding other 

posts with functions of organization, management, regulation and coordination, including 

the private sector. So, the scope of thepotential candidates, and thereforealso the selection 

range has been significantly broadened. Given this the category of being well-known natural-

lyhad to lose its significance.Perhaps this is the reason why the majority of the members of 

the first makeup of the commission are not well known to the society.

It should be noted thatthe commission setup procedure is a temporary one. The objective is 

to revert to the commission setup model based on competition and professional criteria.

The law adopted in 2017 stated that any person meeting the requirements set for a deputy  

who hashigher education, at least ten years of professional work experienceand recognition 

can be appointedcommission member.

Under Article 30 of the Electoral Code the requirements set for a deputy are: having attained 

the age of 25, having been a citizen of the Republic of Armenia only for the preceding 4 

years, having been permanently residing in the Republic of Armenia for the preceding 4 

years, having electoral rights and command of the Armenian language.

Article 10 of the law on the “Corruption Prevention Commission”sets the following requirements 

for the member of the commission:“Any person who is a RA citizenonly, with higher education 

and knowledge of the Armenian language, havingat least five years of work experience at 

least three of which as a member of political, autonomous, administrative or public authorities 

formed by law or holding other posts with functions of organization, management, regulation 

and coordination (whether the work was performed in the public or private sector) can be 

appointed commission member”.In addition, at least one of the members of the commission 

shallhave a law degree and at least one shall have an economics degree.
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Item 54 of the RA anticorruption strategy adopted by the government on October 3, 

2019envisages amendments to the procedure for setup of the Corruption Prevention 

Commission “maintaining the competition mode of the setup of the Commission”. 

Moreover,out of considerations of increasing the guarantees for the independence of the 

commission it is proposed that the procedure of termination of the powers berevisedas well 

stating thatthe powers of the Commission member can be terminated only upon consent of 

the Commission and only in cases prescribed by law.In this contextthe composition of the 

first group of the commission members is due to the objective urgency of implementation of 

the process.

The first item in the 2019-2022 plan of action for the implementation of the anti-

corruptionstrategystatesthat in order to ensure the normal operation of theCorruption 

Prevention Commissionthe National Assembly is to adopt alegislativepackageconcerning 

mentioned revisionsin theprocedures of commission setup and extension of the scope of 

functionsin2021-2022.

As far as the scope of functions, theCorruption Prevention Commissionis significantly 

different from the formerSenior Officials Ethics Committee which did not have any legal 

leversto enforce the duty of officials to file declarations and ensure their completeness.

The functions of the Corruption Prevention Commissioninclude engagementin the 

anti-corruption policy development, regulationof the property and income declaration 

process,auditand analysis of the declarations, ensuring the enforcement of 

regulationsregarding senior officials’incompatibilityrequirements and other restrictions 

andconflict of situational interests. The commission is vested with a quite broad scope 

of authority, particularlytoreview and rule on applications concerning senior officials’ 

incompatibility requirements, violations of ethics rules and cases of conflict of situational 

interests, presentation of recommendations,all the way to holding to account. Also it is 

charged with themaintenance of the register of declarations, review and ruling on cases 

regarding declaration violations, performance of expert analysisof anti-corruptiondraft 

strategies and plans of action (including sectoral), design of corruption prevention programs, 

implementation of educational and public awareness raising programs concerning the 

fight against corruption, presentation of recommendations on organization and inclusion 

of anti-corruption courses in the educational programs as well as in trainingprograms 

for officials and public servants and so on. One of the most critical functions, that the 

Commission is vested withis the initiation of administrativeoffenseproceedings regarding 

improper andincompletefiling of declarations and applying to the Chief Prosecutor’s 

officein cases when there appears to be deliberate failure to file the declaration or 

concealment of data that has to be declared or presentation of false datain the declaration.
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Under the anticorruption strategy adopted by the government in 2019 theCorruption 

Prevention Commissionassumes several new functions such as the anticorruption moni-

toring, anessentially innovative institution forthe Republic of Armenia, theoversight of the 

receipt of gifts by officials and that of officials’integrity.Basically, the so called “vetting” 

option is introduced, which is based not on personnel filtering butrather on the concept 

of smooth changes when the new additions made need to be“corruption-proof”.

At this point only a few of these strategic goals are reflected in thelaw on the Corruption 

Prevention Commission. Particularly, presentation ofconclusions of consultativenature 

as a result of review of the integrity of the prosecutors, prosecutor-candidates andinves-

tigatorshas not been included.This is a noteworthy fact in the sense that at this stage the 

legislature hurried to formulate in the law the functional requirement for presentation of 

conclusionsof advisory natureon the integrity of the judges and judge-candidatesby the 

Commission.This way, it has left outthe prosecutors and investigators’ integrity factor 

demonstrating asomewhat discriminatory approach.

It should be noted that the legislation stating the procedures for the setup of the com-

mission and its scope of authorityhas failed to provide regulations for the frameworks 

for the launch of new institutions. Even though the goals of maintaining the giftsregister, 

controlling the receipt of gifts, as well as presentingconclusions on officials’integrityare 

set by law, however the tools for their implementation and integrity assessment criteriaas 

well as thepractical significanceof the conclusions issued and their final impact on desig-

nationsto these posts have not been provided.In this sense one of the primary issues of 

the Corruption Prevention Commission should be the development of the implementing 

regulatoryframeworkand from that perspective special importance is attached to the role 

of the first composition of the commission.

The realization of the principle by whichthe influence of the political power is not critical 

in the proceduresfor setup of the first composition of the Commission is of key signifi-

cance in the fight against corruption. This is soespeciallyin the sense of securing political 

guarantees for the commission’s operational independence when the institution is first 

launched. Its first manifestation was the election of the commission memberwho was 

appointed under the quota of the parliamentary force which isviewed as oppositional as 

head of the commission. The second one was the initiation of ethics-disciplinaryproceed-

ings againstYerevan mayor.

However the legislation concerning the Corruption Prevention Commission also has cer-

tain gaps which can potentially pose as factors preventing the success of the commis-

sion. Specifically, the law states that at least one of the Commission members must 

have a law degree and another one must have a degree in economics. However, it is 

not specifiedwhich entities are charged with ensuring this requirement. The law does not 

state specific professional requirementsfor the Commission memberseither.
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Corruption Prevention Commission is made up of 5 members, at that the right to nom-

inate 2 of them is given to the parliamentaryopposition forces.In case of the current 

parliament, where the opposition is represented by two factions this legal regulation 

does not cause any difficulty.However the law does not regulate such a situation when 

there are more than 2 opposition factions in the parliament.This presumably suggests 

the ability of these forces to hold aninternalpolitical dialogue and reach consensus or 

compromise.

Under Article 20 of the constitutional law on the “NA Rules of Procedure” an inquiry committee 

can be set up in the parliament by virtue of the lawthrough securing the signatures of at least 

1/4 of thenumber of deputies (1/3 in case of matters concerning the defense sector). The 

aim is to reveal the facts and circumstances concerning the issuesof public interest in the 

purview of the National Assemblyandpresent them for discussion in theNational Assembly.

The ability to set up an inquirycommitteehas significantly increased the oversight potential of 

the parliament and the operational significance of this function. It was introducedalong with 

the opportunity set by the NA Rules of Procedure to set up an ad-hoccommitteeto present its 

conclusions in connection with drafts of specific laws, decisions, statements, addresses as 

well as those concerning the deputy ethics.

This means that setting up aninquirycommitteeis easier than an ad-hoccommittee, which 

is important especially to the parliamentary minority. This mechanism allows it to initiate 

oversight proceedings concerning an issue of public significance.

NA inquiry committees:establishment of the institution and legal matters

The inquirycommittee is set upby submitting a respective draft signed by at least 1/4of the 

number of NA deputies or 33 deputies joining the initiative to theNAPresident(1/3or 44 depu-

ties in case of issues concerning the defense sector),without need for further discussion and 

adoption in a vote.At the same time, the NAad-hoccommittee is set up by the decision of the 

National Assembly and only the faction is entitled to submitits draft.

4 
Law on the NA Rules of Procedure,Article 20
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During the 3 sessions of theNational Assembly of the 7th convocation the oversight 

resource for the setup and operation of the inquiry committee was fully utilized․Five inquiry

committees were formed, 2 of them during the 2nd session and 3 in the 3rd session.

Note:According to the report of thecommitteea document volume of 2684 pagesof 

informational, analytical,intelligence, troop command and othernature,confidential and 

strictly confidential was reviewed in the first 6 months of operation.Based on the results of 

the research 21 sittings were held and 10 servicemembers were questioned.As a result of 

the review around 400 questions were prepared and asked and correspondinginformation, 

clarifications and explanations were received.As stated by the head of the committee at the 

upcoming stageit will hear around 40 officials from the approved list and will work on a final 

conclusion of the committeethe during the 2 final months.

The first inquirycommittee was set upby the signatures of 47 deputies representing the 

NAparliamentarymajority for a term of 6 months.It was formed with the aim to reviewthe 

circumstances of the military operations unfolding in April of 2016, based on theframework 

of the NAstandingcommittee on Defense and Securityunder the legal regulation of the law 

on theNARules of Procedure .

The committee intends to review the questions of provision in the armed forces, rear armament, 

combat preparedness,compliance with the combatdutyrules, manpower administration of 

troops during the military operations, evaluatethe promptness of decisions by the command 

aimed at the prevention and averting of the opponent’sattack operations, the legality and 

validity of legalpositions given to the cases.

The committee has the right to request from the competent bodies and obtainregulatory and 

non-regulatory documents concerning the defense sector, orders, instructions,materials of 

internal investigation, report letters, notes, reports by the panel and military council, which 

canalso be confidential.

5 
Authorities of an inquiry committee in the area of Defense and Security can be exercised only the competent standing committee of the National Assembly as demand-

ed by at least 1/3 of the total number of deputies. NA Rules of Procedure, Article 20, Clause 2
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Taking the opportunity givenby the law on the NA Rules of Procedures , the committeeat the 

end of the 3rdsessioncame up with the initiative to extend the work of the committee for up 

to six months which was carried unanimously in the parliament.

The second inquiry committeemade up of 16 members by the decision of the NAwas also set 

up by the initiative of the political majority.At the end of the 3rd session it also came up with 

the motion to extend its term of authority for up to 6 months which was carried unanimously 

in the parliament.The committee was set up toinvestigate the performance of the structural 

divisionsof the Watercommissionand WaterManagement PIUin Ararat and Armavir marzes.

Thiscommittee also performed its work on a regular basisreviewing documents concerning 

the sector, inviting and receiving explanations from the deputy head of the Water 

committee,director of the Water ManagementPIU, heads of water consumption companies.

During the 3rdsessionthreeinquirycommitteeswere set up as initiated by the 

parliamentaryminority, PAP and BAPfaction deputies.The first onewas formed toreview 

the legality, justification andtrustworthiness of financial and other reports submitted to the 

competent bodies of the executive and accepted by them in the scope of the investment 

programsin the miningsector.In addition to collection of reports, documents and information 

regarding the matters under review, the committee is vested with the authorityto order expert 

evaluations and request information and clarificationfrom officials. The NAvote approving 

the number of members with 99 votes in favor, carried unanimously, shows that the political 

majority did not in principle object to making the issue a subject of parliamentaryoversightand 

the decision was adopted in the situation of full political consensus.

The need to setup the committee was essentially due to the discussions of theissue of 

Amulsar mine exploitationwithin the societywhich in reality triggeredthe reviewof the course 

of performance ofinvestment and taxliabilitesby otherproblematicmetallurgicmines of the 

republic, specificallyZangezurcopper-molybdenumcombine, Teghut, Sotk andMghardmines.

In terms of substance, the inquirycommittee managed to reviewinformation on cases under 

preliminary investigation or court proceedingsreceived from the Prosecutor’s office in 

the scope of the questions under review, information on subsoil users with the extraction 

rights of the mineral metal resourcesprovided by theMinistry of Territorial Administration 

and Infrastructure and define the scope of questions regarding the entities operating in the 

sectoraddressed to the competent authorities.

6 
The term of authority of the committee is up to six months, which can be extended once for up to six months upon committee’s suggestion through a decision of the 

National Assembly. NA Rules of Procedure, Article 20, Clause 7
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Initiated by the PAPfaction and supported by BAPdeputiesa fourth inquirycommittee 

investigating the process of organization of ground transfer of passengers and the work of 

authorities servicing, coordinating and overseeing the sector in 2016-2019 was set up in 

the parliament in November by virtue of the law.With 98 votes in favor and 2 abstained the 

decision was adopted setting the number of members of thecommittees at 15.

The question under review was the process of organization,service and licensing of ground 

transfer of passengers fromYerevan to other marzesand the work of authorities servicing, 

coordinating and overseeing the sector in 2016-2019. The aim is to identify the current 

issues and present recommendations seeking to regulate the field.

The third initiative by the parliamentary opposition to set up the 3rd inquiry committee 

came up in December in response to theunfolding public-political discussions aroundthe 

possible relationship between the process of acquisition of vehicles in Yerevan Municipality 

and issuance ofbuilding permits to severalbusiness entities and around the existence of 

seeminglyc orrupt practices.The committee initiated by 35 deputies from PAP and 

BAPfactionsby virtue of the law and set up for a term of 6 months will look intothe legal 

grounds and corruption risks associated with the transfer to Yerevan community of vehicles 

and other property, service provider agreements, as well as issuance of non-proprietary 

rights, building permits and preferences since September 2018.

The analysis of the practice of setup of inquirycommittees allows us to make a few 

generalizations:

The practice of setup of the committees and extension of their term of operation attests 

to the parliament’s motivation to use theoversight toolto its fullest potential and assign 

the NA oversight function a dominating role.

The first two inquirycommitteeswere initiated by theNApolitical majority,in the environment 

of a low level of engagement and certain resistance of the parliamentaryopposition.

This allows us to presume that the parliamentary opposition disregards the political 

component of this institutional tool and the political majority is not inclined to actbased on 

a consensus.However the setup of all3 inquiry committees in the 3rdsessionwas initiated 

by the oppositionfactions.In this case overcoming theinternalpositional competitionthe 

PAP and BAPpresented a united approach and jointly exercised the opportunity provided 

to the opposition under the law on the NARules of Procedure. On the other hand,the 

decisions on setting the number of members of the last 3 committeesformed in theNAwere 

carriedalmost unanimously without votes against and abstaining, which demonstrates the 

approach of the political majorityto not create obstacles for the opposition at least when 

it comes to the setup of inquiry committeesand to offer it certain oversight “privileges”.
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The review of the legal norms for setup of inquiry committees however demonstrates 

certain risks that legal anecdotes may arise.Specifically clause 1 of Article 20 of thelaw 

on the NA Rules of Procedure states that the inquiry committeeis set upif demanded by 

at least 1/4 of the total number ofdeputies (1/3 in case of issues concerning defense 

sector) by virtue of the law.However Part 6 of the same article states that the number 

of the members of the inquirycommittee is set by theNational Assembly through the 

adoption of a respective decision.In reality, thelaw does not regulate whichlegal modeis 

in place when the NAdoes not adopt the decision on setting the number of members of 

theinquirycommittee in a vote.Even given that the right of deputies to once again come 

up withsetting up a committeefor the same issue through collection of signaturesis not 

restricted, theoretically a situation may arisewhen exercising the statutory procedure of 

setting the number of the members through adoption of a NA decision the NAmajority 

will keep killing theinitiatives of the oppositionto set up an inquiry committee regardless 

of the legislative requirementfor it to be set up by virtue of the law.

The already shapingpractice of setup of inquirycommittees shows thattheinitiativesof 

their setup are at times not based on the objective necessity or urgency, let alone 

theNA scope of authority orrelevance.The letterssigned by deputies and addressed 

to theNAPresidentwhich are sufficient for presenting astatementon the setup of the 

inquirycommittee, are almost always structured the same way:the description of the 

subject of the review and the scope of authority of thecommitteeare not different in 

substance and do notessentially offer more than the rephrasingof the committee’s title.

In reality, this fact iscritical in the sense that it leaves a lot of room for interpretation of 

thepowers of thecommittees, thoroughness and directions of the investigations.

For instance,the formulation of the subject of review by the committee looking into the 

legal grounds andcorruption risksassociated with the transfer to Yerevan community 

ofvehicles and other property, service provider agreements, as well asissuance ofbuilding 

permits and preferences contains a suspicion of an alleged crimewhich is not so much 

in the purview of theinquiry committee of the political body, but rather within the scope 

of functions of thelaw-enforcement bodies. Interestingly, the committee was set upat the 

stage when theRA Prosecutor’s Officehad already requested the Yerevan Municipalityto 

provide the document package related to this process and property donations in order 

to review it.Had thecommittee initiallydefinedthe standards and limitsof the investigation 

and specified its aims, it would have been possible to evaluateto which extentit stayed 

within the limits of theparliamentaryfunctionsand to which it couldensure nointerference 

with the processes unfolding in the criminal-legal field.
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In case of anotherinquirycommittee investigating the work of the Watercommission, its 

structural divisions and WaterManagement PIUin Ararat and Armavir marzesthe rationale for 

notincluding the other marzesin the scope of the review and not setting chronologicalboundaries 

was notprovided.

The inquiry committee looking into the circumstances of the military operations unfolding in 

April of 2016 in terms of specificitycompares favorably with the first one.

These observations show that theparliamentacted somewhat hastily when it came to the 

setup of inquirycommittees as they treated their setuprather than the expected outcomeas the 

ultimate aim.There is an obvious needto clarify the aims of the operation of the committees, 

their toolset and methodological guidelines andto ensureregulations.

The institution of inquirycommittees is still on the path of developmentand the mentioned 

issues exist due tothe short course of its introduction.This presents theparliamentwith the 

imperativeto review the issues concerning the setup of the inquirycommittees in orderto 

make this institution more purposeful and efficient.

The parliament has the power to set up ad-hoc committees as stated in Article 16 of the 

law on the Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly.The ad-hoccommittee is set up 

through the adoption of a decision of the NA to discusscertain laws, NAdraft decisions, 

statements and addresses, as well as questions concerning deputy ethics andto issue 

NAconclusionsregarding them.

During the 3 sessions of the7th convocation theNAdid not address any question of 

ethics, and carried out no proceedings.And this was the case despite the fact that the 

parliamentarydiscussions over several key issues were extremely heatedand accompanied 

byviolations of ethics norms or such actions which could be reviewedat least with regard to 

potential violation of deputycode of conduct.

Urgency of issues of ethics and conflict of interest

The institutional “neutralization” of the Ethicscommittee

During the threesessions of the National Assembly of the7thconvocation no ad-hoc 

committeewas set up, in connection with any issues ofdeputy ethicsor conflict of interest.
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Specifically, 3 attorneys had applied to theNational Assemblyfactions demanding that 

aNAad-hoc Ethics committee be set up to reviewthe matter of violation of ethics rules by 

NAdeputyAndranik Kocharyan, head of the NAstandingcommittee on Defenseand Security 

Affairswhen in an interview to a website he hadmade certain statements regarding theformer 

NAVice PresidentArpine Hovhannisyan.The application cited clause 2 of Article 3 of thelaw 

on the “Guaranteesof work of the deputy of the National Assembly”. With regards to the 

violation ofethics rules by the deputy itstates thatthe deputy shall respect the moral norms 

of the public, contribute to the creation of trust and respecttowards the National Assembly 

with his/her actions, everywhere and while engaging in any activitydemonstrate conductas 

befits thedeputyand demonstrate a respectful attitudetowards the political opponents. But the 

application did not result in any discussionunder the formal procedure.

The virtual absence of practice of Ethicscommittee setupis due to the legal system 

ofoversightfor compliance with the ethics norms and setup of an ad-hocethics committeewhich 

makes the successof this institutionin the current parliamentpractically impossible.

Initiation of proceedings for a case of possible violation of ethics normsis politicized due to 

the approach ofgiving it an ad-hoccommitteestatus․Such acommitteecan be set up only if 

initiated by theNAfactions, at that the legal standardsfor initiation of proceedings and review 

of the matter are not set.

NAfactions,having the discretion to setup the ad-hoccommittees, can simplydismissapplications 

regarding violation of ethics normsnot only fromcitizens or political, public associations, but also 

those fromdeputies.This waythe opportunity forpublic oversightof the conduct of NAdeputies 

has been cancelled. It also explains why the citizens andcivil society representatives are less 

and less inclined to apply to thefactions with such issues.

One of the main reasons for the institutional neutralization of the ethics ad-hoc committeeis 

also thelegal frameworkcontributing to the loss of operational significance of theconclusion 

regarding the violation of ethics.Under the law on the NA Rules of Procedure the 

conclusiondrafted as a result of the setup and operation of the committee does not lead to 

the implementation of any disciplinary or othermeasures, does not even merit a discussion in 

theNA and ismerely published on theNA official website.

In this situationthe deputy code of conduct broadly speakingcannot have the resourceto 

influence deputies’conduct. Over the previoussession, due to the political discussions over 

a specific case, My Stepfaction leaderLilit Makuntsin her public statementshad sent certain 

signals that legislativ eamendments were neededin order to restructure and rethink the 

substance of the ethics.However the factions did not come up with any initiatives in that 

areaduring the 3rdsession.

7 
Law on the Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly, Article17,Clause5
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The main measure ensuring the engagement of the society and its impact in the decision 

making process in theNational Assembly are theparliamentaryhearings.

Under the law on the “Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly” the parliamentaryhearingscan 

be initiated by the President of the National Assembly, standingcommittees (ad-

hoccommitteesregarding draft lawsfor sectors in their purview) and factions regarding the 

draft they have authored. It is stated that in the course of every regular session the faction 

can hold one hearing.This restriction does not apply to other entities entitled to holdhearings, 

theNAPresident and committees. Perhaps this seeks to limit the opportunity to abuse this 

institution for political means.

It is stated that the day of holding thehearings shallnot coincide with the plenary sittings of 

theNational Assembly, and the minutes generated in their course shall be approved by the 

entity organizing thehearings and published on the National Assembly website.

PARLIAMENTARY HEARINGS.
PRACTICE AND TRENDS

8 
Law on the Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly, Article 125

In the 3rd session of the 7th convocation the NA President Ararat Mirzoyan exercised the 

right to organize parliamentary hearingsprovided in the law on the NARules of Procedure 

the most.The 3 NA factionsdid not hold any parliamentaryhearingsand only 3 out of 11 

standing committees initiated parliamentary hearings. In the 4 months of the fallsession 5 

parliamentaryhearings were held in the National Assembly and 9 of them during the past 

2019.

In the 3rdsession the NA President Ararat Mirzoyancame up with 2 initiatives to hold 

parliamentary hearings. One of them concerned the amendments to the law on the Parties, 

the other one addressed issues of violation of ownership rightsas a result of recognition 

of exclusive priority public interestby the state in the scope of Northern Avenue-Cascade 

program.
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During the 3rd sessionthe NA standing committees on Science, Education, Culture, Diaspora, 

Youth and Sport Affairs,on Defense and Security Affairs,on Financial-Credit and Budgetary 

Affairs each held one parliamentaryhearing.

The standing committee on Science, Education, Culture, Diaspora, Youth and Sport 

Affairsorganizedhearings on the topic of “Education reforms and future strategic 

challenges”where plannedamendments to the law on “General Education” were discussed.

The standing committeeon Defense and Security Affairsorganizedparliamentaryhearings 

entitled“Resistant Armenia”.Questions ofmapping of disasters and risks, cultivation of 

resistance, targeted use of investments, awareness, introduction of the international practices 

and technical infrastructure were discussed.

The  standing  committeeon Financial-Credit and Budgetary Affairs held parliamentary

hearing son the topic of the Credit policy in Armenia.

The standingc ommittee on European integration held only 1 session during the NA 

fallsitting.The only sittingwas an extraordinary one during which it was decided to organize 

parliamentary hearings by the end of the year dedicated to thecurrent RA-EU relations.The 

hearings however were not held.

The analysis of the practice of organization of hearings during the 3rd session of the 

parliament of the 7th convocation allows us to point outa few noteworthy trends and featuresof 

development of this institution.

The factions of the National Assembly did not organize any hearings during the session.

The same was seen in the previoussession, which reinforcesthe opinion that the political 

forcesdo not view hearingsas an opportunity to setlawmaking policypriorities.

Certain signs of slowdownwere noted in the work of the parliamentarystandingcommittees.

During the 2ndsession 4 standing committees heldhearings and in the 3rd session 

3 standingcommittees did.The standing committee on Science, Education, Culture, 

Diaspora, Youth and Sport Affairsis the only one to hold hearings in both sessions.
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The 5 NAstandingcommittees- those on Foreign relations, European integration, State-legal, 

Territorial administration, local self-government,agriculture and nature protection, Healthcare 

and social issuesdid not hold any hearings during the 2nd and 3rd sessions of the7th 

convocation.

Despite the lower number of thehearingstheir public influence has somewhat increased.

Some of the hearingscaused certain stirs in the public andgeneration of political processes, 

which was hardly seen in the past.Specifically, the hearings on the amendments to 

the law on the Parties initiated by theNAPresident during the sessionpromotedpublic-

political debatesover these amendments.And hearingson the issues of violation of 

ownership rights as a result of recognition of exclusive priority public interest by the 

state in the scope of Northern Avenue-Cascade programmade it possible toreassess 

the process of protection of ownership rights of the citizens, collect a factual databaseof 

possible illegal acts, which can warrant the restoration ofthese rights or at least a due 

compensationprocess.

The hearings organized by the standing committee on Science, Education, Culture, 

Diaspora, Youth and Sport Affairs on the topic of “Educationreforms and future strategic 

challenges”the amendments planned in the law on “General Education”were discussed. 

These were followed bystudents’protests against the intention of the government to make 

the Armenian subjects elective in non-specialty facultiesdemanding that the Minister of 

Education, Science, Culture and SportArayik Harutyunyan resign. The NAhearingsserved 

as a platform for the government to voice its approaches at the same time creating an 

opportunity for an in-depth understanding of the issue and open professionaland public 

discussions. As a result thelegislativeamendments were revised to a certain exent. 

It is turning into a consistent practicefor standing committees or factionsto organize 

meetings, not regulated by law, in order to discusssectoralissues with heads or officials 

of relevantpublicauthorities andother interested actors attending.In terms of aims and 

substance they fully fit inthe logic of the hearings. Such meeting-discussions were 

organized by most of the standing committees.

For instance a discussion took place in the standing committee on Human Rights Protection 

and Public Affairs with the participation of representatives of law-enforcement bodies 

and parents of the service members fallen in time of peace.The matters regarding the 

investigations being carried out in connection with the death cases of servicemembers 

during non-combat activities in the armed forces were discussed.
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The standing committee on Healthcare and social issuesheld aworking discussion entitled 

The current state of ongoing programs aimed at the prevention, early detection and 

highertreatment efficiencyof malignantdiseasesin the Republic of Armenia and ways to 

resolve current issues.

The standingcommittee onFinancial-Credit and Budgetary Affairsorganized a working 

discussion entitledThe development options of RA public procurement system.

Committees held such discussions in the scope of the parliamentaryoversight function.These 

were often preferred to theparliamentaryhearings, the organization of which requires certain 

proceduresstated in the NArules of procedure.This can lead to the lower demandfor the 

hearings and hinder the development of the institution.

The Law on the NARules of Procedure states thatminutes are prepared regarding thehearings, 

approved by the decision of the entity convening the hearingsand published on the official 

website of the National Assembly. Also, Part 90 of theNAOperating Procedurestatesthat 

the President of the National Assembly, the committee or the faction can preparewritten 

speeches, suggestions, conclusions, information notesregarding the topic of the hearings 

organized, as well as other materials summarizing the outcomes of the hearings, which can 

be publicized at the suggestion of the committee or the factionupon consent of the President 

of the National Assembly.

The objective of the first legal norm is to recordthe fact of holding the hearings and their 

course. The second one seeks to raise the efficiency of thehearingsand publicizethe 

information gathered around the discussed issues. Unlike the former this legal normis of 

discretionary nature,whereas it is important in the assessment of the impact of the hearings 

on public-political agenda and policypursued in the sectororits change.Without the latterthe 

institution of hearingsis an end in itself and makesthe principle of public influence on the 

lawmaking processformal.

None of the committees holding hearingshas published any written speeches, suggestions, 

conclusions, notes and other materialssummarizing the outcomes of the hearings. They have 

not even publishedthe minutes which is required by law.In practice, only the notifications 

regarding the hearings were published.

During the 3rd session of the 7th convocationthe controversial trends in the way the institution 

of hearings was employed justify the need to furnish this toolwith adequatelegal mechanisms 

andalign it with themodern trends in communication between the government and the society.

9 Law on the NA Rules of Procedure, Article 125
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